


To all the dear students who have enrolled in Kyushu University with great ambition and hope 

for the future, it is our sincere wish for you to become capable society members with the ability to 

be international leaders, who also garner respect and pride from your family.

It is the earnest hope of all faculty members that each of you will gain as much experience as 

possible throughout your campus life, deepening your academic endeavors, and creating lifelong 

friendships. Not only that, we also hope that you will acquire the ability to decipher trending times 

from a higher perspective, judge the situation properly, act flexibly, and achieve great personal 

growth to become leaders in various fields in international society. 

However, the surrounding environment may not always be safe and secure. You may be in 

danger at any time, regardless of your intention, by an accident or incident. While it is true that the 

more you try various new experiences and expand your scope of activity the more your potential 

will be realized and enhanced, the risks for you to get involved in an accident or incident may also 

increase proportionally. Moreover, you may also be the one to initiate the incident or accident in 

certain cases. Most people tend to overestimate their ability and become careless, assuming that 

they will never get involved in these types of situations for any reason. However, it may be too 

late when you find yourself in an accident or incident. It may cause you to experience mental and 

physical distress and even lose hope for the future. Even worse, you may plunge your family into 

unimaginable sorrow and suffering.

This Campus Life Handbook provides tips to prevent troubles and accidents in your daily life, as 

well as basic information concerning how to respond to an accident once you are involved.

In addition to such accidents and incidents stated above, you may also experience a situation or 

problem derived from vague anxiety and concerns in your daily life which you may find impossible 

to solve by yourself. When you find yourself in this type of situation, you can consult the faculty 

members in charge of either freshman support or your seminar, and counselors and medical staff 

at the Infirmary of the Counseling and Health Center.

The details of your consultation will never be released and your privacy will be secure, so please 

feel comfortable to consult with faculty staff and seek appropriate advice.

Lastly, you must understand that the best measure to protect you from incidents and accidents 

are dependent on your awareness as a student and self-reflection on your daily life, as well as 

the ability to make proper judgment when you are engaged in or involved in various activities. 

We would be very happy if this Campus Life Handbook provides any help for you in solving your 

problems in your everyday life and fully enjoying the campus life at Kyushu University.

April 1, 2017

Shun-ichi Maruno
Executive Vice President, Kyushu University
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